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1 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this chapter is to establish a framework that uses available information and tools to 

confirm existing drought and assess the likelihood of future drought in the area. The framework provided 

in this chapter defines the data sources and indices, thresholds, and stages of drought to be used to define 

the mitigation actions (Chapter 4) and response actions (Chapter 5) for the North Santiam Watershed 

(NSW) Drought Contingency Plan (DCP) study area.  

The framework that is developed in this chapter is intended to serve as a starting point for collaborative 

drought monitoring in the NSW study area. Overtime, the framework should be reviewed and adjusted 

based on how well it serves the needs of decision makers and their constituents. 

2 DROUGHT MONITORING PROCESS 

The US Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) Drought Response Program Framework: WaterSMART Program 

(May 2015) provides the following discussion regarding the drought monitoring process:  

“Drought monitoring includes the analysis of data to monitor near and long term water availability, and a 

framework to predict the probability of drought or to characterize the severity of an existing drought. 

Monitoring is achieved through the collection and analysis of water availability and other types of data 

(e.g., precipitation, temperature, and streamflow levels, among other indicators related to different types 

of resources), and the use of drought indices, thresholds, and stages of drought to characterize drought 

conditions. To develop an effective monitoring process, an entity needs to identify and integrate the use of 

indices, indicators, and triggers to define drought stages. 

Indicators are specific measures that can be used to assess drought conditions. Indicators are dependent 

on local climate and data availability. Example indicators may include precipitation quantities, 

streamflows, reservoir levels, groundwater levels, snow pack, temperature, vegetation health, and soil 

moisture. Indicators are used for the establishment of triggers.  

Indices effectively integrate drought variables into a single index number. At a minimum, a primary 

index should be chosen or developed for drought monitoring. However, the trend is to rely on multiple 

drought indices to trigger mitigation and response actions, which are calibrated to various intensities of 

drought. Commonly used indices include the U.S. Standardized Precipitation Index, the U.S. Drought 

Monitor, Crop Moisture Index, Surface Water Supply Index, and Palmer Indices. [Note that the indices 

listed here are typically used for planning across large geographic extents and may not be entirely useful 

at the scale of the NSW DCP]. 

A trigger is an indicator threshold value or range that can be used to define the drought stage, or to 

trigger a specific response or mitigation action. Example triggers include specific reservoir levels on 

certain dates, streamflows falling below certain levels, etc.  

Drought stages represent the severity of drought and are classified in several ways (e.g., moderate, 

severe, extreme, Stages 1-4, watch, warning, or emergency). Defining drought stages is a crucial step to 

later implementing drought response actions.”  
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3 EXISTING STATE AND LOCAL DROUGHT MONITORING 
PROCESSES AND REQUIREMENTS 

This section provides a summary of drought monitoring processes and requirements at the state and local 

stakeholder level. Information contained here is derived from existing water management plans, 

regulations, and input provided by stakeholders during the NSW DCP planning process. 

3.1 STATE OF OREGON 

The State of Oregon Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) --Drought Annex, January 2016 provides the 

following description of the state’s drought monitoring process: 

“Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) Chapter 536 identifies authorities available during a drought. To trigger 

specific actions from the Water Resources Commission and the Governor, a “severe and continuing 

drought” must exist or be likely to exist. Oregon relies upon two inter-agency groups to evaluate water 

supply conditions, and to help assess and communicate potential drought-related impacts. The Water 

Supply Availability Committee (WSAC) is a technical committee chaired by the Oregon Water Resources 

Department (OWRD). The other group—the Drought Readiness Council—is a coordinating body of state 

agencies co-chaired by the OWRD and the Office of Emergency Management. 

The WSAC consists of state and federal agencies that meet early and often throughout the year to 

evaluate the potential for drought conditions. If drought development is likely, monthly meetings occur 

shortly after release of Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Water Supply Outlook reports 

for that year (second week of the month beginning as early as January) to assess conditions. 

The following are indicators used by the WSAC for evaluating drought conditions:  

 Snowpack  

 Precipitation  

 Temperature anomalies  

 Long range temperature outlook  

 Long range precipitation outlook  

 Current streamflows and behavior  

 Spring and summer streamflow forecasts  

 Ocean surface temperature anomalies 

(El Nino, La Nina)  

 Storage in key reservoirs  

 Soil and fuel moisture conditions  

 NRCS Surface Water Supply Index  

Currently, Oregon does not have a formal framework defining different stages of drought, including the 

term “severe and continuing drought” that is referred to in ORS Chapter 536 (Mucken pers. comm. 2016). 

That is, the state does not have a formal means of compiling the above listed indicators to consistently 

conclude that a severe and continuing drought is occurring or is likely to occur. Instead, the state relies on 

a formal process of communications between technical and policy committees that interpret the above 

sources of information, to inform state drought declarations. The state is currently working on a new 

framework that will define different stages of drought and associated data sources, indices, and thresholds 

(Mucken pers. comm. 2016).  

3.2 DETROIT DAM AND LAKE AND BIG CLIFF DAM MANAGEMENT 

Detroit Lake, a reservoir formed by Detroit Dam and its re-regulating structure Big Cliff Dam, is operated 

by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) as part of the Willamette River Basin Flood Control 

project (Willamette Project). The Big Cliff Dam is used to smooth out the power generation water 
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releases from Detroit Dam and to control downstream fluctuations in river level. Currently, the USACE 

manages Detroit Lake, primarily for flood control, according to federally mandated regulations. As a 

result, most stakeholders have little control over the amount of water stored and available downstream of 

Detroit Lake. 

Detroit Lake is a regionally significant recreation destination that is federally designated for recreation 

use. The U.S. Forest Service manages recreation areas on national forest lands, which borders much of the 

lake. Detroit Lake State Recreation Area also provides several campgrounds and boat ramps along the 

north shore. The Oregon Legislature has directed the OWRD, when discussing seasonal operations of 

impoundments with USACE, to specify that the State has determined Detroit Lake to be an important 

recreational resource, and to encourage USACE to place Detroit Lake as the highest priority recreational 

use lake in the Willamette Basin reservoir system (Oregon Revised Statute 536.595). Various boat ramps 

and marinas are situated around the lake, and may become inoperable below certain lake elevations. Table 

1 provides a list of these resources and their critical elevations as provided by USACE’s tea cup 

monitoring data for Detroit Dam (USACE 2016a). 

Table 1 Detroit Lake Elevations for Various Boat Ramps and Marinas (USACE 2016a) 

Water 
Surface 
Elevation 

Boat Ramp/Marina 

1556 State Park Boat Ramp D 

1546 Kane's Marina (min. elev. for moorage) 

1543 Hoover Boat Ramp 

1542 South Shore Boat Ramp 

1541 Cove Creek Boat Ramp 

1540 Mongold East Boat Ramp 

1534 Mongold Main Boat Ramp 

1530 State Park Boat Ramp G 

1450 Mongold Low-water Boat Ramp 

As part of the 2008 Endangered Species Act (ESA) Section 7(a)(2) Consultation Biological Opinion for 

the Willamette River Basin Flood Control Project (Willamette BiOp), flow targets were established for 

several Willamette River tributaries, including the North Santiam River (Table 2), and the mainstem 

Willamette River. The USACE is required to manage water releases from Detroit and Big Cliff Dams to 

address these flow targets, however watershed specific conditions are taken into account in weekly 

consultations between regulatory agency representatives. In drought or low water conditions flow targets 

may not be met or are adjusted.  
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Table 2 Minimum Tributary Flow Objectives below Big Cliff Dam on North Santiam River (USACE, BPA, 

and BOR 2007) 

Period Primary Use Minimum Flow (cfs)
1
 

Chance of Not Meeting 
Flow 

Sept 1 – Oct 15 Chinook spawning 1,500 17% 

Oct 16 – Jan 31 Chinook incubation 1,200 5% 

Feb 1 – Mar 15 Rearing/adult migration 1,000 2% 

Mar 16 – May 31 Steelhead spawning 1,500 0% 

Jun 1 – Jul 15 Steelhead incubation 1,200 
2
 0% 

Jul 16 – Aug 31 Rearing 1,000 1% 

1 
Minimum flow will equal inflow or Congressionally authorized minimum flows, whichever is higher, when the reservoir is 

at a minimum conservation pool elevation. This avoids drafting the reservoir below minimum conservation pool and, where 

applicable, into the power pool.  
2 

When feasible, incubation flows should be no less than ½ the maximum 72-hour average discharge observed during the 

preceding spawning season. Efforts will be made to avoid prolonged releases in excess of the recommended maximum 

spawning season discharge to avoid spawning in areas that would require high incubation flows that would be difficult to 

achieve and maintain throughout the incubation period. 

 

The USACE manages flows from Detroit Lake based on the flood risk management rule curve provided 

in Figure 1. The rule curve specifies that fall drawdown start around September 1 to be ready for the flood 

season starting December 1. The lake is maintained at low levels throughout the flood season, which ends 

on January 31. An exception is during flood management periods, in which case water may be stored to 

prevent downstream flooding.  

The conservation storage season begins on February 1, where the lake is again allowed to refill. This 

continues until the beginning of May. February through April is the key period for lake refill. It is 

important to note that high amounts of precipitation in the form of rain prior to this period may have 

limited ability to fill the lake during the conservation storage season, since most of the associated runoff is 

allowed to pass through the system. Should the precipitation fall as snow prior to the storage season, then 

this would become more available for lake storage if melt off occurs during the storage season. Likewise, 

if quality rain events occur during the February through March time period, then the associated runoff 

could also be captured. 
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Figure 1 Detroit Lake Flood Risk Management Rule Curve (source: USACE2016b) 

 

3.3 CITY OF SALEM 

The primary water source for the City of Salem (Salem) and its drinking water customers is the North 

Santiam River. Salem has very senior North Santiam River water rights, with priority dates dating back to 

the 1850s and 60s. Salem’s “Water Management and Conservation Plan” (WMCP) (GSI 2014) describes 

its approach to drought within the Municipal Water Curtailment Element chapter. The plan notes that 

future curtailment episodes could occur as a result of significant drought affecting North Santiam River 

flow, failure of aging infrastructure, and other potential causes such as catastrophic events. Salem’s 

initiating conditions focus on a minimum available storage (85 million gallons), and a descending supply 

to demand ratio. If minimum available storage falls below 85 million gallons, the curtailment stages are 

triggered based upon the supply to demand ratio as provided in Table 3. 

Table 3 Curtailment Levels (Water Management and Conservation Plan, City of Salem, (GSI 2014)) 

Curtailment Stages 
Initiating Conditions: if minimum available storage 
is below 85 million gallons and there is a: 

Level 1: Alert Rolling 5 day average when supply is 90 to 95% of demand 

Level 2: Voluntary Curtailment Rolling 5 day average when supply is 80 to 89% of demand 

Level 3: Mandatory Curtailment Rolling 5 day average when supply is 70 to 79% of demand 

Level 4: Severe Curtailment Rolling 5 day average when supply is below 69% of demand 

Other than Table 3 above, the City’s WMCP does not provide a specific drought monitoring protocol. 

However, Salem does regularly monitor the various NSW gages, weather reports, lake level, and forecasts 

to track the potential for low water conditions. Stored water releases and natural flows from tributaries 

above its Geren Island intake location are most critical for determining potential water scarcity issues 

(Pers. comm. Farrell May 3, 2016). In addition, geomorphic changes within the channel and water quality 

issues such as turbidity or algal blooms also affect water availability at Salem’s intakes (Pers. comm. 
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Farrell May 3, 2016). As part of this DCP preparation, Salem identified the monitoring planning stages 

and initiating conditions shown in Table 4 as being particularly important to their understanding of water 

supply security. 

Table 4 City of Salem Drought Monitoring Planning Stages and Innitiating Conditions 

Planning Stages Initiating Conditions:  

Heads Up 

 Weather patterns (low precipitation, low snowpack, high 
temperatures, drought indicator map, weather forecasts, low river 
levels) 

 USACE rule curve for Detroit Lake during refill not being met  

 USACE initiates Flow Management conference calls early due to 
drought or water management concerns 

 NRCS Water Supply and Detroit Lake Storage April report indicates 
below average stream flow predicted for the summer 

Moderate Concern USGS Mehama gage at 900 cfs 

Severe Concern USGS Mehama gage at 800 cfs 

Extreme Concern USGS Mehama gage at 700 cfs 

3.4 CITY OF STAYTON 

The City of Stayton’s (Stayton) WMCP (Keller Associates 2006) describes their approach to monitoring 

and managing drought as follows: ”Stayton’s primary source of water originates from the North Santiam 

River. Because this source is surface water, it is more susceptible to seasonal fluctuations, turbidity 

problems, and contamination, as well as the potential for natural disaster. Stayton has four reservoirs and 

emergency interconnection to Salem’s water supply system, which provide some resilience during periods 

of low water supply.”  

Stayton’s curtailment plan contains four stages of drought. These stages, associated triggers, and goals are 

provided in Table 5. Note that the triggers are based on a determination of condition by the public works 

director; however, no numeric criteria are provided.  

Table 5 Summary of City of Stayton Drought Monitoring Stages, Triggers, and Goals 

Stage Trigger Goal 

Mild 
Determination made by the public works 
director that a potential for a water shortage 
exists 

Public awareness and 5% 
reduction in consumption 

Moderate 
Determination made by the public works 
director that water shortage exists 

10% reduction in consumption 

Critical 

Determination made by the public works 
director that there is a critical water supply 
shortage that threatens the City’s ability to 
deliver water supplies 

15% reduction in consumption 

Emergency 
Water plant failure resulting in loss of 
production capacity 

50% reduction in consumption 
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3.5 MARION COUNTY 

Marion County provides a review of drought vulnerabilities, risks, and action items as part of its Natural 

Hazards Mitigation Plan (Marion County 2011), However, drought monitoring is not described. 

Nevertheless, the county does review many of the same information resources as mentioned for the State 

of Oregon and Salem, and coordinates with local stakeholders to understand the impacts of drought 

conditions.  

3.6 LINN COUNTY 

Linn County addresses drought in its Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) by including a drought incident 

checklist that includes action items to be carried out in advance of drought, during drought, and post-

drought. However, drought monitoring is not described. The county does review many of the same 

information resources as mentioned for other local entities, and coordinates with local stakeholders to 

understand the impacts of drought conditions. 

3.7 SANTIAM WATER CONTROL DISTRICT 

The Santiam Water Control District’s (SWCD) WMCP (SWCD undated) describes their approach to 

monitoring and managing drought as follows. The primary water source for SWCD is the North Santiam 

River, exercising its senior water rights dating back to the early 20th century.  In 1987 the District 

obtained supplemental water rights authorizing the use of stored water from Detroit Lake to help meet 

irrigation needs. Under current water allocation conditions, the SWCD can provide adequate water 

delivery except in excessive deficit situations. The SWCD WMCP does not define “excessive deficit” 

situations, but notes that “if a condition occurred where stream flow and storage were not available (or 

partially lost), curtailment and allotment procedures would be followed.” 

The SWCD Board of Directors meets regularly to review current issues pertaining to irrigation water, 

including supply availability. SWCD staff track streamflow at the Mehama gage and water storage in 

Detroit Lake by monitoring the USACE website. Staff also keeps in close communication with the 

USACE relating to water releases from the lake. 

The WMCP includes three stages of drought, which include a “heads up” stage, “this is serious” and a 

“this is drought” stage. The SWCD WMCP also acknowledges that changing weather patterns may 

correct a drought situation before it becomes critical (i.e., above average spring and early summer rains 

and lower than normal temperatures, may alleviate the effect of a dry winter).   

Table 6 provides a summary of the different SWCD drought stages and their associated triggers and 

potential actions.  

Table 6 Summary of SWCD Drought Monitoring Stages, Triggers, and Potential Actions  

Stage Triggers Potential Actions 

Heads Up 

Triggered on January 1
st
 if below 

average precipitation and snow pack 
conditions and projections have been 
made. 

This initiates discussions between SWCD and the 
USACE between January and April regarding 
projected flow condition 
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This is Serious 

A caution for a possible drought 
condition exists when storage in 
Detroit Lake does not meet the 
established fill curve by March 1 and 
low runoff is projected. 

Forthcoming crop mix and acres to be planted 
discussions are initiated between District staff, 
cannery personnel and SWCD  board members 

It is Drought 
A drought condition exists when 
Detroit Lake fails to fill by May 1 and 
below normal runoff is projected. 

The SWCD Board will provide a detailed self-
evaluation of the potential irrigation season water 
supply for potential reduced delivery, taking into 
consideration all of the available and pertinent 
“triggering” factors 

During the preparation of this DCP, SWCD noted that, starting around April 1, they pay close attention to 

the data provided through the Northwest River Forecast Center, Water Supply Forecasts, particularly the 

Mehama gage along the North Santiam River (gage ID: 14183000). If the gage reads below 75 percent of 

normal, then they begin to watch it weekly and also monitor many of the other gages and forecasts for the 

NSW. The USACE’s teacup diagram for Detroit Lake was noted as a key information source. Also, the 

National Weather Service Climate Prediction Center website was highlighted as a useful tool to monitor 

future conditions. 

3.8 OREGON DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE (MID-WILLAMETTE FISH 
DISTRICT) 

As part of the NSW DCP process, the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife’s (ODFW) Mid-

Willamette Fish District noted the following indicators and information sources as being particularly 

helpful in tracking potential low water conditions (Personal communications, Elise Kelley 2016) (see 

Table 7). During the winter the most important indicators are reservoir levels, precipitation levels, and 

snowpack. Although it can be difficult to determine specific numeric thresholds during different types of 

drought, two indicators are of particular concern by January:  if typical storms and precipitation events are 

not occurring, and if snowpack does not reach 100 percent of normal Also of considerable concern is if 

Detroit Reservoir Lake is not at or above the rule curve starting February 1.  

Table 7 Typical Info Used by ODFW to Monitor Drought Conditions in the NSW (Pers. Comm. Kelley 

2016) 

Indicator Metric Source Key Dates 

Detroit Res Level Rule curve USACE Teacup dia. January 1; Feb 1 

Precipitation % of norm 
NOAA Water Supply Outlook; NOAA 
NW River Forecast Center 

Dec. 1; Jan 1 

Snowpack % of norm USDA/NRCS  Jan 1. 

 

3.9 NORTH SANTIAM RIVER TOTAL MAXIMUM DAILY LOAD (TMDL) 

The Willamette Basin Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) prepared by the Oregon Department of 

Environmental Quality (DEQ) notes that the NSW has stream segments listed under section 303(d) of the 

federal Clean Water Act (CWA) that exceed water quality criteria for temperature. Listed stream 

segments include the North Santiam River as well as several of its tributaries. The TMDL provides the 

following water temperature criteria for the lower North Santiam River.  

 Salmon and steelhead spawning : Sept 1 – June 15,  criteria = 13.0 
 o
C 

 Core cold water habitat: All times of year criteria 16.0 
o
C 
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4 REVIEW OF DROUGHT MONITORING DATA SOURCES 
 (I.E., POTENTIAL INDICATORS AND INDICES) 

There are many on-line information resources that provide data regarding meteorological and 

hydrological conditions within the NSW DCP study area. The data range from coarse scale national to 

regional drought forecasting to site specific snowpack, precipitation, and river gages within the NSW. 

The following list of resources was found to be particularly useful and are already used by many of the 

stakeholders.  

4.1 NATIONAL TO REGIONAL SCALE INFORMATION 

National Drought Mitigation Center US Drought Monitor weekly update 

http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/ 

The U.S. Drought Monitor is a weekly map based on measurements of climatic, hydrologic and soil 

conditions as well as reported impacts and observations from more than 350 nation-wide contributors . It 

provides weekly drought monitoring mapping updates for the country and reviewers may click on 

individual states.  

National Weather Service Climate Prediction Center (NWS-CPC) 

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/Drought/ 

The Climate Prediction Center provides links to maps showing the National Drought Monitor map noted 

above, as well as Monthly and Seasonal Drought Outlook maps. The latter two maps are produced by the 

NWS-CPC. 

Oregon Water Resources Department –Weekly Drought Updates 

http://apps.wrd.state.or.us/apps/wr/wr_drought/current_updates.aspx 

This report provides a compilation of water supply monitoring data for, with data provided at national to 

Oregon basin scale (e.g., Willamette River Basin). Although website states “weekly” updates, it appears 

to be published biweekly. 

4.2 REGIONAL TO LOCAL SCALE INFORMATION   

NRCS National Water and Climate Center 

http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html  

This is an excellent resource that creates reports of monitoring gage data broken down by watersheds for 

the selected state. Reports are provided for precipitation, snowpack, reservoirs, and forecasts. Actual and 

percent of normal information is provided. Information pertinent to the NSW is included under either the 

Willamette River Basin heading and/or the North Santiam Basin heading. 

NRCS National Water and Climate Center 

http://www3.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/webmap/index.html 

An excellent on-line map tool that provides gage data within the NSW DCP study area. Follow link and 

zoom into study area. Data for snowpack, precipitation, reservoir storage, and stream flow volume can 

readily be obtained. Allows data to be summarized based on various statistics (e.g., percent of official 

http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/Drought/
http://apps.wrd.state.or.us/apps/wr/wr_drought/current_updates.aspx
http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html
http://www3.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/webmap/index.html
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average, percentile, maximum, and minimum values) and time periods. Clicking on individual gages 

provides additional detailed information. 

NRCS Water Supply and Reservoir Storage Reports 

http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/or/snow/?cid=nrcs142p2_048083 

The site provides an excellent summary report prepared each month by NRCS. A statewide overview and 

summary reports are provided for each Oregon basins. The reports include snow pack, precipitation, 

streams, and reservoirs information. NSW data is highlighted in a few places. 

USACE Willamette Project Teacup Diagrams 

http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/   

This site provides teacup diagrams for USACE reservoirs in the Willamette Basin. Reviewers may click 

on individual dams to get more detailed info about water elevations, flows, and management levels (e.g., 

max conservation pool, water control diagram). 

USGS WaterWatch Streamflow Map 

http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=real&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer 

This on-line map tool provides stream flow gages color coded by various selectable flow statistics (real-

time, 7-, 14,-, and 28-day flow). Data can be classed by flow percentiles that cover the full range from 

below normal to above normal, or drought classification percentiles. Clicking on gages provides summary 

data, hydrograph, and stream forecast. 

USGS National Water Information System: Mapper 

http://maps.waterdata.usgs.gov/mapper/index.html?state=or 

This on-line map tool provides USGS gage stations. Click on a gage to access the gages info and data. 

Northwest River Forecast Center Water Supply Forecast 

http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/ws/index.html?version=20150727v1 

This on-line map tool provides water supply forecast data for various Northwest stream gages. The North 

Santiam River at Mehama is the only gage provided within the NSW DCP study area.  

5 NSW DCP PROPOSED MONITORING FRAMEWORK, VERSION 1.0 

5.1 FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW 

The monitoring framework included in this DCP is intended to provide a simple common view of 

conditions in the watershed, based upon discussions among the various stakeholders, that will be used to 

initiate implementation of mitigation and response actions discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. This framework 

is not intended to supersede monitoring conducted by individual stakeholders within the NSW DCP study 

area. Each entity should continue to monitor water availability conditions as required or desired by their 

own rules or guidance documents.  

It is intended that the indicators and thresholds included in this DCP framework be viewed as a starting 

point for collaborative communications. However, stakeholders are encouraged to bring additional 

relevant information to the discussions and should not feel limited to the few indicators included in this 

http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/or/snow/?cid=nrcs142p2_048083
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=real&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://maps.waterdata.usgs.gov/mapper/index.html?state=or
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/ws/index.html?version=20150727v1
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framework. Over time, perhaps at the end of each water year, the framework should be adjusted to 

represent the indicators and thresholds most relevant to the collective conversation. 

This framework was developed based on the monitoring concepts, processes and requirements, and data 

sources discussed earlier in this chapter. It is also based on input from the NSW DCP Monitoring 

Working Group and from basin stakeholders that took part in a polling exercise during the NSW 2016 

Annual Summit.   

The following criteria/objectives were developed to inform what a successful NSW DCP Monitoring 

Framework should entail: 

 Provide a common language that is clear and informative to stakeholders 

 Develop early warning indices (i.e., heads-up stage) 

 Explain how others are being affected/provide indices important to different stakeholders 

 Be adaptive (i.e., use the monitoring framework to develop tracking information/data that can be 

reviewed from year to year and adjusted in future years if needed) 

 Assist our understanding of the vulnerabilities 

 Provide an understanding of natural flow vs. stored water 

 Support stakeholder conversations regarding local drought declaration decision making, with 

potential to feed up to state and federal processes 

 Monitoring should occur year-round 

 

5.2 FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS 

The NSW DCP monitoring framework consists of the following components, with details of each 

component discussed thereafter.  

1. Drought stage definitions 

2. Drought indicators and associated thresholds 

a. Current condition indicators 

b. Future trend indicators 

3. Additional Indicators and Key Information 

4. Drought monitoring results 

5. Drought monitoring schedule 

Stages, indicators and thresholds are compiled in the current conditions drought monitoring table 

provided in Table 8, covering climatic, hydrologic, environmental, and socioeconomic (including 

agriculture) aspects of drought. This information is then aggregated to define an overall drought stage for 

the NSW DCP participants.  

The drought stages include a heads up/potential for drought (Stage 1), moderate drought (Stage 2), severe 

drought (Stage 3), and extreme drought (Stage 4). The “Definition/Possible Impacts” column in Table 8 

defines the drought stages based on potential impacts that could occur at each stage. These descriptions 

generally follow the generic descriptions used by the US Drought Monitor. A detailed review of potential 

impacts specific to the NSW is provided in Chapter ___. 
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Table 9 provides information regarding potential future conditions within the watershed. The combination 

of the overall drought stage, future trend indicator, plus the supporting individual data points should 

provide monitoring results that give a good collective understanding of conditions within the watershed 

5.2.1 Drought Stage Definitions 

Four stages of drought have been developed for the NSW DCP. As a comparison, many of the NSW DCP 

stakeholders include four stages of drought as part of their WMCP water curtailment programs.  
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Table 8 NSW DCP Current Conditions Monitoring Table 

Date: Indicators and Indices 

  
National 
Indices 

NSW Climate 
Indicators 

NSW Hydrologic Indicators NSW Environmental Indicator NSW Socioeconomic Indicator 

NSW Drought 
Stage 

Definition/Possible Impacts US 
Drought 
Monitor 
(Weekly 
Update) 

Air 
Temperat

ures 

(1 month 
departure 

from 
normal, 

o
F) 

Precip. 

(% of 
Normal for 

Water 
Year) 

Snow Pack 

(%  normal 
SWE) 

Detroit 
Reservoir 
(Percent 
above 
water 

control 
diagram) 

USGS 7-day 
Flow (drought), 

N. Santiam @ 
Mehama 
(Class, 

Percentile) 

USGS 7-day 
Flow (drought), 

N. Santiam @ 
Below Boulder 

Creek 

(Class, 
Percentile) 

Stream Water Temp, 
N. Santiam @ 

Greens Bridge near 
Jefferson 

(
o
C above TMDL 

threshold, Sept 1 – 
June 15 = 13.0

o
C 

June 16 – Aug 31 =  
16.0

o
C) 

Wildfire Hazard 

(ODF/National Fire 
Danger Rating 

System) 

Detroit Reservoir --Boat 
Ramps Served 

(key elevations, feet) 

Salem Water Supply 
Availability 

(7-day discharge in cfs at 
Mehama gage)(also 

record percent of normal-
mean as supplemental 

info) 

 Indicator Monitoring Period All Year All Year All Year 
Dec 1 – 
June 1 

All Year All Year All Year All Year All Year All Year All Year 

 Enter Data in This Row            

(Stage 1) 

Heads Up –
Potential for 
Drought 

Current conditions (e.g., low 
snowpack) point to the potential for 
upcoming drought conditions. 

DO 0 to 2 80 to 71 70 to 61 -3 to -10 
Below Normal 

(24 to 10) 
Below Normal 

(24 to 10) 
-1.0 to 0.0 Low 

1,558 to > 1,556 

(based on 2 ft above 
highest boat ramp 

elevation --State Park 
Boat Ramp D) 

<=1,000 cfs 

(Stage 2) 

Moderate 
Drought 

Some damage to crops, pastures 
Streams, reservoirs, or wells low. 

Some water shortages developing 
or imminent 

Voluntary water-use restrictions 
may be  requested  

D1 2 to 4 70 to 61 60 to 51 -11 to -30 

Moderate 
Hydrologic 

Drought 
(9 to 6) 

Moderate 
Hydrologic 

Drought 
(9 to 6) 

0.1 to 2.0 Moderate 

1,555 to1,540 
(State Park Boat Ramp 
D to Mongold East Boat 

Ramp 

<= 900 cfs 

(Stage 3) 

Severe 
Drought 

Crop or pasture losses likely 

Water shortages common 

Water restrictions imposed 

D2 4 to 6 60 to 41 50 to 21 -31 to -50 

Severe 
Hydrologic 

Drought 
(<=5) 

Severe 
Hydrologic 

Drought 
(<=5) 

2.1 to 4.0 High 

1,539 to 1,450 
(Mongold main boat 
ramp to State Park 

Boat Ramp G) 

<= 800 cfs 

(Stage 4) 

 Extreme 
Drought 

Widespread crop/pasture losses 

Shortages of water in reservoirs, 
streams, and wells creating water 
emergencies 

D3 or 4 
6 or 

greater 
40 or less 20 or less -51 or less 

Extreme 
hydrologic 

drought 
(New low) 

Extreme 
hydrologic 

drought 
(New low) 

4.1 or greater 
Very high or 

Extreme 

<= 1,450 

(below Mongold low-
water boat ramp) 

<= 700 cfs 

Note: Most indicator headings are hot linked to take you to the appropriate website. Hovering over each indicator heading will provide instructions for gathering the relevant information from the associated website. 

 

 

http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/
http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/
http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/
http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/
http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=6
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=6
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=6
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=6
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=6
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=6
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=6
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=6
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=4
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=4
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=4
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=4
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=4
http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html
http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html
http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?cb_00010=on&format=gif_stats&site_no=14184100
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?cb_00010=on&format=gif_stats&site_no=14184100
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?cb_00010=on&format=gif_stats&site_no=14184100
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?cb_00010=on&format=gif_stats&site_no=14184100
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?cb_00010=on&format=gif_stats&site_no=14184100
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?cb_00010=on&format=gif_stats&site_no=14184100
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?cb_00010=on&format=gif_stats&site_no=14184100
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?cb_00010=on&format=gif_stats&site_no=14184100
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?cb_00010=on&format=gif_stats&site_no=14184100
http://nfdrs.smkmgt.com/sfp/ODF_Significant_Fire_Potential.htm
http://nfdrs.smkmgt.com/sfp/ODF_Significant_Fire_Potential.htm
http://nfdrs.smkmgt.com/sfp/ODF_Significant_Fire_Potential.htm
http://nfdrs.smkmgt.com/sfp/ODF_Significant_Fire_Potential.htm
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?id=pa07d&sid=w__gmap&r=or
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?id=pa07d&sid=w__gmap&r=or
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?id=pa07d&sid=w__gmap&r=or
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?id=pa07d&sid=w__gmap&r=or
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?id=pa07d&sid=w__gmap&r=or
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?id=pa07d&sid=w__gmap&r=or
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?id=pa07d&sid=w__gmap&r=or
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The drought stages include a heads up/potential for drought (Stage 1), moderate drought (Stage 2), severe 

drought (Stage 3), and extreme drought (Stage 4). The “Definition/Possible Impacts” column in Table 8 

defines the drought stages based on potential impacts that could occur at each stage. These descriptions 

generally follow the generic descriptions used by the US Drought Monitor. A detailed review of potential 

impacts specific to the NSW is provided in Chapter ___. 

Table 9 Future Trend Indicators Table 

    Future Trend Indicators 

Category Description 

1-Month 

Temp. 

Outlook 

3-Month 

Temp. 

Outlook 

1-Month 

Precip. 

Outlook 

3-Month 

Precip. 

Outlook 

NRCS Summary 

Report, Detroit Lake 

Inflow Forecast 

(Current month thru 

September, % Avg) 

+1 
Trend 

Improving 

Below mean 
temps 

predicted 

Below mean 
temps 

predicted 

Below mean 
precip predicted 

Below mean 
precip predicted 

>115 

0 
Trend Neutral 

or Mixed 

Normal 
temps 

predicted 

Normal temps 
predicted 

Normal precip 
predicted 

Normal precip 
predicted 

115 to 85 

-1 
Trend 

Worsening 

Above mean 
temps 

predicted 

Above mean 
temps 

predicted 

Above mean 
precip predicted 

Above mean 
precip predicted 

<85 

5.3 INDICATORS AND THRESHOLDS 

The following discussion of indicators and thresholds follows the column headings provided in Table 8 

and The drought stages include a heads up/potential for drought (Stage 1), moderate drought (Stage 2), 

severe drought (Stage 3), and extreme drought (Stage 4). The “Definition/Possible Impacts” column in 

Table 8 defines the drought stages based on potential impacts that could occur at each stage. These 

descriptions generally follow the generic descriptions used by the US Drought Monitor. A detailed review 

of potential impacts specific to the NSW is provided in Chapter ___. 

Table 9. The indicators were chosen to reflect a wide breath of climatological, hydrologic, environmental, 

and socioeconomic characteristics, as well as to cover a range of short-term, mid-term, and long-term data 

trends. This section also provides instruction for acquiring data from the indices and populating the 

drought monitoring table for future conditions. 

5.3.1 US Drought Monitor Index 

Rationale: The US Drought Monitor Index provides national drought mapping that is relevant at a 

regional scale. It is often used to support drought declarations at the federal, state and local levels. The US 

Drought Monitor uses a series of data points, including professional judgment, to prepare the drought 

indicator maps that display the various levels of drought throughout the country.  

Threshold values: The US Drought Monitor Index uses threshold values of D0 through D4 for the five 

stages of drought; these will be used in the NSW DCP monitoring framework.  

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html
http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html
http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html
http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html
http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html
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Data acquisition: Data are available at http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/. Enter the drought “intensity” class 

shown on the map that overlaps with the NSW DCP. Note that you can zoom into the state level view by 

progressively clicking on the state of Oregon. If no drought info is shown, then enter “none.” 

5.3.2 Air Temperature (1 month departure from normal) 

Rationale: This indicator is intended to capture recent mid-term (e.g., one-month duration) temperature 

conditions within the study area. Specifically, this indicator will record one-month departure from normal 

temperature data for the Santiam River Basin. 

Threshold values: The threshold values were developed specifically for this DCP and are based on an 

informal review (i.e., statistical analyses not conducted) of data for late winter/early spring of 2016, in 

which unseasonably high temperatures occurred. Data are in degrees Fahrenheit in order to match the 

source data reporting. 

Data acquisition: Data is provided by the “monthly temperature table” provided on the NOAA 

Northwest River Forecast Center website at 

http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=6. Scroll down to 

"Western Oregon--Santiam River Basin" and record the last full month's data. 

5.3.3 Precipitation (% of normal for the Water Year) 

Rationale: This indicator is intended to capture long-term precipitation trends within the study area. The 

indicator will record percent of normal precipitation for the water year, beginning October 1, for the 

Santiam River Basin.  

Threshold values: The threshold values were developed specifically for this DCP and are based on best 

professional judgement.  

Data acquisition: Data are provided at 

http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=4. Scroll down to 

"Western Oregon--Santiam River Basin" and record the percent of normal value. 

5.3.4 Snow Pack (% of normal Snow Water Equivalent) 

Rationale: This indicator is intended to capture snow pack development relative to historic normal, 

specifically the snow water equivalent (SWE) within the snow pack.  Data is provided by the NRCS and 

is specific to the four SNOTEL gages within the NSW, which range in elevation from 2,590 to 4,020 feet. 

This indicator will only be used during the NRCS reporting period (December 1 through June 1).  

Threshold values: Threshold values were developed specifically for this DCP and are based on an 

informal review (i.e., statistical analyses not conducted) of data for water years 2014/2015 and 

2015/2016. Water year 2014/2015 experienced record low snowpack throughout the Oregon Cascades, 

while water year 2015/2016 experienced near normal snow pack during mid-winter but quickly 

diminished in spring.  

http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=6
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/water_supply/wy_summary/wy_summary.php?tab=4
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Data acquisition: Data are provided at http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html. Query for the most 

recent Oregon SnowPack report. Then scroll to "North Santiam" and record value for percent median 

Basin Index. 

5.3.5 Detroit Lake (percent above water control diagram) 

Rationale: Detroit Lake is a major regulator of water storage and associated flow management in the 

North Santiam River. Note that the indicator is listed as the “percent above water control diagram” 

instead of “below” and therefore, values below the water control diagram or rule curve will be negative. 

This is intentional in order to match the USACE reporting method. 

Threshold values: Threshold values were developed specifically for this DCP and are based on an 

informal review (i.e., statistical analyses not conducted) of data for the very low 2014/2015 water year. 

Specifically, the USACE’s Willamette Basin Year in Review for Water Year 2015 report (USACE 2016) 

was reviewed. The report detailed that Detroit Lake filled to elevation 1,506 feet by May 3, which is 

roughly 57.5 feet (51 percent) below the rule curve for this date. This is the lowest summer refill level on 

record (USACE 2016).  

Data acquisition: Data are provided at http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/.  

Enter the second value shown on the Detroit tea cup diagram. 

5.3.6 USGS 7-day Flow (drought) measured on North Santiam River at Mehama 
and Below Boulder Creek 

Rationale: This indicator is intended to show the average streamflow conditions for the past seven days 

for the North Santiam River downstream and upstream of the dams. The Mehama gage is affected by flow 

releases by the dams as well as inflows from the Little North Santiam River. The Below Boulder Creek 

gage is situated just upstream of the inflow into Detroit Lake. The USGS provides the data in the form of 

a drought class ranking based on the percentile flow value. The same information source also provides 

percent of normal flow and other flow statistics; however, the “drought” indicator was chosen in order to 

tie into an existing drought classification system. 

Threshold values: The threshold values are based directly on the drought classifications provided by 

USGS.  

Data acquisition: Data are provided at the USGS Water Watch website: 

http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_vi

ewer . Check that the  “map type” is set to “7-day Flow (drought)”, then zoom in and click on the 

Mehama gage. Enter the "class" and "percentile" values. Follow the same steps for the Below Boulder 

Creek gage. 

5.3.7 Stream Water Temperature at Greens Bridge near Jefferson (oC above key 
threshold) 

Rationale: This indicator is intended to provide stream temperatures as they relate to the TMDL 

requirements for the North Santiam River. The Greens Bridge near Jefferson gage is located shortly 

http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?mt=pa07d_dry&usst=or&ushuc=&go=GO&st=or&id=wwgmap_viewer
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before the confluence of the North Santiam River and the Santiam River mainstem. The Mehama gage, 

located further upstream, does not provide temperature data.   

Threshold values: The threshold values were developed specifically for this DCP and are based on best 

professional judgment.  

Data acquisition: Data is provided by the USGS at 

http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?cb_00010=on&format=gif_stats&site_no=14184100. Review graph of 

past 7 days of data and use the highest temp recorded to match against NSW drought indicator stage 

thresholds. 

5.3.8 Wildfire Hazard (Oregon Department of Forestry rating based on National 
Fire Danger Rating System) 

Rationale: This indicator is intended to provide a sense of wildlfire hazard risk in the basin. The data 

source is Oregon Department of Forestry’s (ODF) mapping of Significant Fire Potential, which is based 

on the National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS).   

Threshold values: The threshold values are based on ODF/NFDRS five classes of fire potential, which 

were then assigned to the four levels of drought included in the NSW DCP.  

Data acquisition: Data are provided by ODF at 

http://nfdrs.smkmgt.com/sfp/ODF_Significant_Fire_Potential.htm. Navigate to the map and then record 

fire hazard class shown for the NSW DCP study area. 

5.3.9 Detroit Reservoir Elevations Relative to Boat Ramps and Marinas 

Rationale: This indicator is intended to track water surface elevations in Detroit Lake relative to the 

surrounding boat ramps and marinas. These recreational resources become inoperable at various water 

surface elevations as provided in Table 1. 

Threshold values: The threshold values are based on the elevations provided in Table 1 and were set so 

that an increasing number of boat ramps and marinas drop out of use with each successive stage of 

drought, with all inoperable at extreme drought. 

Data acquisition: Data are provided at http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/. 

Hover over the Detroit dam symbol (not the tea cup diagram) and record the elevation shown. 

5.3.10 Salem Water Supply Availability (7-day discharge at Mehama) 

Rationale: This indicator is intended to show the seven day average stream flow discharge in cubic feet 

per second (cfs) at the Mehama gage, which is located shortly upstream of the City’s water supply intake 

on the North Santiam River. This indicator ties directly to the discharge levels provided by the City that 

would put their intake at risk of inoperability. 

Threshold values: The threshold values are based on those identified by the City.  

http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?cb_00010=on&format=gif_stats&site_no=14184100
http://nfdrs.smkmgt.com/sfp/ODF_Significant_Fire_Potential.htm
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/nwp/teacup/willamette/
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Data acquisition: Data are provided at the USGS Water Watch website: 

http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?id=pa07d&sid=w__gmap&r=or. Check that the  “map type” is set 

to “7-day Flow”, then zoom in and click on the Mehama gage. Record the discharge value. It is also 

recommended that the “percent normal (mean)” value also be recorded for general tracking purposes, but 

it is not necessary. 

5.3.11 One- and Three-Month Temperature and Precipitation Outlooks 

Rationale: These indicators are included as future trend indicators (The drought stages include a heads 

up/potential for drought (Stage 1), moderate drought (Stage 2), severe drought (Stage 3), and extreme 

drought (Stage 4). The “Definition/Possible Impacts” column in Table 8 defines the drought stages based 

on potential impacts that could occur at each stage. These descriptions generally follow the generic 

descriptions used by the US Drought Monitor. A detailed review of potential impacts specific to the NSW 

is provided in Chapter ___. 

Table 9). They provide mid- to slightly longer range views of future climatic conditions. The data is 

provided in clear and easy to read maps. 

Threshold values: The threshold values are based on the general classes of future conditions provided by 

the data source.  

Data acquisition: Data are available from the NOAA National Weather Service Climate Prediction 

Center at http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/.  Click on the appropriate indicator to pull up the associated map 

and enter data accordingly. 

5.3.12 NRCS Summary Report, Detroit Lake Inflow Forecast (% Average, Current 
month –September) 

Rationale: This indicator is included as a future trend indicator (The drought stages include a heads 

up/potential for drought (Stage 1), moderate drought (Stage 2), severe drought (Stage 3), and extreme 

drought (Stage 4). The “Definition/Possible Impacts” column in Table 8 defines the drought stages based 

on potential impacts that could occur at each stage. These descriptions generally follow the generic 

descriptions used by the US Drought Monitor. A detailed review of potential impacts specific to the NSW 

is provided in Chapter ___. 

Table 9). It gives an estimate for the inflow into Detroit Lake to experience typical conditions. 

Threshold values: The threshold values are based on a general view of whether the forecasted value is 

positive, negative, or roughly neutral. Note that for the 2014/2015 water year, which was generally 

considered a drought year, the NRCS Summary Report listed a percent of average for the June through 

September period at the Detroit Lake inflow to be 67 percent.  

Data acquisition: Data are provided at http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html. Query for the most 

recent Oregon Forecast report (i.e., select Forecast from the drop down menu). Then scroll to "Detroit 

Lake Inflow” and record the value for “percent average”. 

http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?id=pa07d&sid=w__gmap&r=or
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/basin.html
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5.4 ADDITIONAL INDICATORS 

This section provides additional indicators and key information that stakeholders may choose to consider 

when evaluating drought conditions in the NSW. These were not included in the previous tables in order 

to keep the tables at a manageable size and because the information contained in this section cannot be 

easily incorporated. 

5.4.1 Willamette Project System Forecasts and Water Year Determination  

Operational planning for the Willamette Project’s conservation release season begins with the USACE’s 

January forecast and continues through October (USACE 2015). The conservation release season plan 

identifies flow and storage needs for each tributary and reservoir in the Willamette Basin, based on the 

anticipated total system storage in mid-May, from the April forecast. The plan is fine-tuned in early June 

after spring refill. 

The Willamette BiOp characterizes water year types based on historic data (USACE, BPA, and BOR 

2007). The USACE uses this information to meet mainstem Willamette River flow objectives based on 

the mid-May system-wide storage forecast, If the storage forecast results in a water year type designation 

of “insufficient” or “deficit” then there is the potential for flow releases in the Willamette system to be 

modified, including at Detroit Lake, which may be of concern to NSW DCP stakeholders.  

 
Table 10 Characterization and Historic Frequency (N=64; 1936-1999) of Water Year Types in the 
Willamette River Basin (USACE, BPA, BOR 2007) 

Characteristics of 
Water Year Types 

Abundant  Adequate  Insufficient  Deficit  

Mid-May Storage  

(MAF) 
1

 

≥ 1.48  1.20 to 1.47  0.90 to 1.19  < 0.90  

Frequency  58%  17%  9%  16%  

Meet All Mainstem  
Flow Objectives?  

Yes  Yes  No  No  

Alternative Flow  
Targets below  
Objectives  

N/A  N/A  Linear sliding scale 
based on flow targets 
used during 2001 water 

year 
2

 

Balance 
seasonal 
flows to retain 
some control 

of discharge 
2

 

Likely Status of  
Priority Recreational  

Reservoirs 
3

 

Full throughout 
most or all of 
recreation 
season  

Full through most of 
recreation season  

May fill; unlikely to 
remain full throughout 
season  

Unlikely to fill  

Likely Status of  
Other Reservoirs  

Likely to fill; 
drafted as 
necessary to 
meet mainstem 
flows  

May fill; unlikely to 
remain full throughout 
season  

Unlikely to fill  Unlikely to fill  

1 

Forecasted useable system-wide reservoir storage accumulated by May 10-20 in millions of acre-feet (MAF).  
2 

Reservoir-specific draft limits will be used to ensure projects can meet minimum flows through the fall.  
3 

Detroit, Fern Ridge, and Foster are considered the high-priority reservoirs. “Full” designation means that the 
project is at an acceptable level for recreation, but physically may not be at maximum conservation pool, or 
normal summer levels. 
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5.4.2 Detroit Lake Inflows and Outflows  

Detroit Lake inflows and outflow data can be found at the Willamette Project’s teacup diagrams website 

(see Section 5.3.9 for link) and hovering over the symbol for Detroit Lake. If lake outflows are notably 

greater than inflows and lake water surface elevations are below the rule curve, then this could be of 

concern particularly during the conservation storage and conservation release seasons. 

5.4.3 Big Cliff Dam Outflows Relative to BiOp Minimum Flow Requirements  

Big Cliff Dam outflow data can be found in a similar manner as described above for Detroit Lake inflows 

and outflows. If Big Cliff Dam outflows are below the minimum outflows specified in the BiOp (Table 

2), then this could be of concern.  

5.4.4 Other Relevant Data 

In addition to the above listed additional indicators, other relevant information may be reviewed. Such 

information may include formal or informal reporting of crop losses, recreation impacts, or other 

environmental and socioeconomic impacts that may be experienced. 

 

5.5 FRAMEWORK STEPS 

The NSW DCP monitoring framework consists of the following steps: 

1. Gather drought indicator data (as explained above) and fill out the current conditions and future 

trend monitoring tables, Table 8 and The drought stages include a heads up/potential for drought 

(Stage 1), moderate drought (Stage 2), severe drought (Stage 3), and extreme drought (Stage 4). 

The “Definition/Possible Impacts” column in Table 8 defines the drought stages based on 

potential impacts that could occur at each stage. These descriptions generally follow the generic 

descriptions used by the US Drought Monitor. A detailed review of potential impacts specific to 

the NSW is provided in Chapter ___. 

2. Table 9 respectively. 

3. Aggregate the current conditions data and the future trend data, as described below, to arrive at a 

NSW DCP drought stage and trend for the current monitoring period. 

4. Gather the additional indicator and key information described in Section 5.4.  

Develop a brief monitoring report noting the drought stage and trend, along with a brief discussion of 

discussion of pertinent individual data points from Table 8 and The drought stages include a heads 

up/potential for drought (Stage 1), moderate drought (Stage 2), severe drought (Stage 3), and extreme 

drought (Stage 4). The “Definition/Possible Impacts” column in Table 8 defines the drought stages based 

on potential impacts that could occur at each stage. These descriptions generally follow the generic 

descriptions used by the US Drought Monitor. A detailed review of potential impacts specific to the NSW 

is provided in Chapter ___. 

5. Table 9, and the additional indicators noted in Section 5.4. 

6. Share results among NSW DCP stakeholders. 

 

The current conditions data (Table 8) can be aggregated by using Table 11 below, which essentially 

provides the average drought stage value recorded for each indicator that has been included for the 
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monitoring period. The future trends data (The drought stages include a heads up/potential for drought 

(Stage 1), moderate drought (Stage 2), severe drought (Stage 3), and extreme drought (Stage 4). The 

“Definition/Possible Impacts” column in Table 8 defines the drought stages based on potential impacts 

that could occur at each stage. These descriptions generally follow the generic descriptions used by the 

US Drought Monitor. A detailed review of potential impacts specific to the NSW is provided in Chapter 

___. 

Table 9) can be aggregated by adding the plus, neutral, or minus values recorded for each indicator and 

then recording if the trend is positive, neutral, or negative. 

Table 11 Drought Stage Calculator 

Drought 
Stage 

Enter # of Indicators Per Stage from  
Table 7 

Multiply Column 1 x Column 2 

0   

1   

2   

3   

4   

 (a) Total of Column 3 = 

 (b) #of indicators recorded this monitoring period = 

 Divide (a) by (b) and then round to whole number = Drought Stage ______  

 

5.6 MONITORING SCHEDULE AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Monitoring is intended to occur on a monthly basis. It is recommended that Table 8 NSW DCP Current 

Conditions Monitoring TableTable 8 and The drought stages include a heads up/potential for drought 

(Stage 1), moderate drought (Stage 2), severe drought (Stage 3), and extreme drought (Stage 4). The 

“Definition/Possible Impacts” column in Table 8 defines the drought stages based on potential impacts 

that could occur at each stage. These descriptions generally follow the generic descriptions used by the 

US Drought Monitor. A detailed review of potential impacts specific to the NSW is provided in Chapter 

___. 

Table 9 be filled out during the first week of the month, since some of the indicators are reported on the 

first of each month. The proposed monitoring frequency is based in part on polling during the 2016 NSW 

Basin Summit that showed a clear preference for year round monitoring. 

It is also recommended that at the beginning of each new water year the stakeholders look back at the 

monitoring data that was recorded and inquire whether any adjustments are needed to the framework. For 

example, should any indicators be removed, new indicators added, or threshold values shifted up or down. 

Additional details regarding monitoring roles and responsibilities, communication protocols, and 

framework revisions are provided in Chapter ___. 
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5.7 POTENTIAL CHALLENGES TO DROUGHT MONITORING IN THE STUDY 
AREA 

The NSW DCP study area is fortunate to have a wealth of information to support drought monitoring. 

However, the following are some potential challenges that stakeholders should keep in mind when 

applying the monitoring plan: 

 Flows in the North Santiam River are highly dependent on management of Detroit and Big Cliff 

Dams. Management decisions are partly based on clear indicators such as the rule curve and the 

Willamette Project water year determination; however, particularly during drought conditions 

management decisions are typically based on daily meetings/conversations between the USACE 

and resource and regulatory agencies as they review conditions at a given moment.  

  Late season large snow or heavy rain events during the critical Detroit Lake filling period can 

notably improve hydrologic conditions. 

 As climate changes, indicators that are based on percent of normal or similar comparisons to 

historic conditions may become outdated or less valid if they look too far back into the past. 

 Thresholds for several indicators were noted as being based on informal review of data or based 

on best professional judgment. These indicators in particular should be reviewed closely at the 

end of each water year to assess suitability of the thresholds. 

 The NSW DCP monitoring framework and the DCP stakeholders are highly reliant on the 

availability of data provided by others. It is important that the data be readily available in a 

consistent and easy to interpret manner.  
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